THE  TRADITIONALIST  REVIVAL
irredentism of Alsace was either ignored—Gambetta's "y penser
toujours, n'en parler jamais " soon meant never thinking
much about it—or frankly jeered at by such as de Gourmont,
who " wouldn't move his little finger as much as to flick
the ashes off his cigarette " for the restoration of the lost
provinces; and so keen a patriot as Jules Lemaitre was
frankly advocating in 1898 negotiating with Germany for their
return in exchange for some colonial territories.1 There was
" a general painful consciousness of belonging to a weakened
and fallen-off community " 2—a consciousness which expressed
itself in widespread scepticism, " nihilism " in morals and
literature. "We said * no ' to everything/' wrote Maurras of
the period.
It was therefore all to the good that some people should be
found to say " yes " to something, and a welcome was awaiting
the first to raise a really popular positive cry. The Socialists
were indeed doing their best, but their doctrinal divisions
proved a fatal bar to success in a campaign that was inevitably
handicapped by its attack on vested interests. The appeal to
" La Patrie," however, could frighten no one save a few senti-
mental humanitarians, but it needed a definite issue with which
to challenge public opinion. As far back as 1881 Deroulede
had founded the Ligue des Patriotes^ but nothing exciting
enough happened then to give it the necessary publicity;
Boulangism seemed to be a God-sent opportunity and its fiasco
was a bitter disappointment to the little band. The Dreyfus
crisis at last provided the much-needed incitement. " La patrie
en danger! " proved, as we saw, a popular rallying cry and
nationalism was fairly launched by the formation in 1899 of
the Ligue de la Patrie fran^aise.
" Frenchmen first" was the motto which united the varied
forces which made up the nationalist army. I am a French-
man before I am a man, at least, if we except those elemental
instincts which belong to the body rather than to the mind
and soul. My every thought and emotion are really in function
1	Opinions a Repandre, p. 181.
2	Ibid., p. 234. Note  Kenan's famous words to Deroulede b the ^ early
eighties : " Jeune homme, la France se meurt, ne troublez pas son agonie."
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